Whether you’re thinking retirement or not, review the plan that provides for cash withdrawal and/or a lifetime income.

TIAA-CREF Supplemental Retirement Annuities (SRAs) offer you substantial flexibility including cash withdrawal and/or lifetime retirement income. You can even reduce your income taxes now!

You can begin contributions to an SRA at any age and begin benefits at any age up to age 71 unless you are still employed (then you can delay beginning benefits until age 80). For example, you could start contributions at age 25, and choose to begin benefits or withdraw cash at age 34, 40 or 50, regardless of your employment status.

Get your money at any time.
You can receive benefits as a lifetime income or over a fixed period of from 2 to 10 years. What’s more, if you need it (even while employed by your current employer), you can withdraw all the money you have accumulated by surrendering your contracts. Or, you can withdraw $1,000 or more every six months. There is never a cash surrender charge.

Contributions are tax-deferred, so you pay less income taxes now.
The federal income tax on your contributions is deferred until they are paid to you as benefits. So, you pay less tax now.

Changing employers? Take SRAs with you.
Since you own your Supplemental Retirement Annuities, you take them with you if you leave your current employer. You can make contributions through any institution that makes Supplemental Retirement Annuities available to staff members. Contributions can be as little as $25 a month.

Full information.
Complete and mail the coupon for an SRA Information Kit today. You’ll get full details about all the advantages SRAs have to offer, why this plan suits so many financial situations and age groups and how much you may contribute to the plan.

*TIAA-CREF provides annuities and other services for employees of colleges, universities, private schools and certain other nonprofit tax-exempt educational and research institutions.

HELP YOURSELF TO A BRIGHTER FINANCIAL FUTURE...
SEND FOR A FREE INFORMATION KIT.
Tidal movements of the earth have long been a subject of man's speculation.

A remarkable oscilloscope inside "Frustration Mine" in the Manzano Mountains records the output of tiltmeters. Highly sensitive transducers send out analog signals which measure the slant of the earth's surface in nano-radians (1 radian = 57 x 10^-9 degrees). With digitizing rates as slow as 1 sample/200 seconds, the Nicolet digital oscilloscope captures and stores up to 72 days of continuous data without human intervention. (Figures 1 and 2).

Whether making measurements for months or microseconds, Nicolet oscilloscopes increase data accuracy. Figures 3 and 4 show pressure waves in a seismic core sample. Waves from separate trials with different core pressures are superimposed on the screen and plotted for comparison. The 1.05 microsecond difference in arrival times is easily read from the screen's numerics.

Whatever your analog signal measurement problem, Nicolet digital oscilloscopes offer resolution, precision, dynamic range and transient capture capabilities unobtainable in analog oscilloscopes. Signals can be viewed live, continuously compared to a reference waveform or stored for detailed examination. Continuous, normal and pre-triggered operation are offered as standard. Cursor-interactive time and voltage coordinates can be displayed concurrently with the signal in all modes. Stored waveforms can be displayed or plotted in XY or YT format, transferred to internal disk memory for permanent storage or output to other computing devices via standard interfaces.

To find out how Nicolet can bring digital precision to your analog measurements, call 608/271-3333. Or write: Nicolet Instrument Corporation, Oscilloscope Division, 5225 Verona Road, Madison, Wisconsin 53711.

In Canada: call 416/625-8302.

* Waveforms courtesy of Bob Peet and Jack Schwarz of Sandia National Laboratories and the R & D Laboratory of the ARCO Oil and Gas Company.
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Fig. 3: Plot of pressure waves in seismic core samples.

Fig. 4: Screen expansion of waveforms plotted in figure 3.
New, compact Series 1000 Electronic Balances from Sartorius... high-priced features for just $495 and $595.

With the Series 1000, Sartorius has created two compact, portable, battery-powered electronic balances that incorporate many features found only on larger, higher-priced models.

Model 1003 (300g capacity/0.1g accuracy) is a budget conscious $495. Model 1020 (3000g capacity/1.0g accuracy) is just $595. Both of these small, rugged balances feature instant electronic taring over the entire weighing range. A fast liquid crystal display reads in grams or ounces at the flick of a switch. Oversized stainless steel pans facilitate weighing large or bulky objects. And both models have built-in protection against overloading damage, dust and spills, insuring trouble-free operation.

Series 1000 Models are ideal for use anywhere—in the lab, plant, classroom or in the field. They’re extremely lightweight and can be operated on a standard nine-volt battery (or on line current with optional AC adapter.) Precision, electronic weighing on a small scale for a small price. For literature on the Series 1000, write Sartorius Balances, Brinkmann Instruments Co., Division of Sybron Corporation, Cantiague Road, Westbury, New York 11590; or call 516/334-7500.

Those remarkable yellow balances.

Electronic weighing on a small scale.